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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator has a Citrix ADC SDX with four
VPX instances configured. The SDX has a
10GB bandwidth license that has been configured with dedicated
bandwidth of 2GB for each instance.
However, the administrator found that three instances do NOT
ever reach the bandwidth limit, while one instance reaches the
limit and needs 1GB more bandwidth to accommodate increased
traffic requests.
What can the administrator change on the instance that requires
more bandwidth, to meet traffic requirements?

A. Configure burst capacity on the instance adding 1 GB of
bandwidth with burst priority 0.
B. Configure LA channel to increase the bandwidth.
C. Configure burst capacity of 1GB with priority 10.
D. Purchase an SDX license to increase the bandwidth on the
instances.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Eamonn has developed and supported several Domino Web
applications over the years. He has been told that one of the
benefits of XPages is that XPages are AJAX-enabled. What is a
benefit that Eamonn might expect to see if he incorporates
AJAX-enabled XPages in his applications?
A. Faster response time due to partial page refreshes
B. Faster development because XML is now automatically
converted to JSON
C. Faster response time because JavaScript is now all
server-side
D. Faster development using Shared Widgets resources
Answer: A
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